Claims denied
Workers’ compensation denial rates are up
20 percent during the past five years
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A Lockton Analytics study shows that claim denial rates

This study focuses on two questions

increased from 5.8 percent to 6.9 percent between 2013 and

1

2017.* Lockton’s claim denial benchmarking study digs into

What is driving
this increase?

2

Is a high denial rate in the
employer’s best interest?

this increase in denials and addresses how it is impacting
employers. Employers have access to more data than ever

Top 10 most common reasons given for
claim denial

before and are increasingly using it to drive decisions. This
study suggests that there is opportunity for improvement.
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Denials that stick at 12 mos.

1

No medical evidence of injury.

2

No injury per statutory definition.

3

Reservation of rights.

4

Pre-existing condition.

5

Idiopathic condition.

6

Intoxication or drug-related violation.

7

Stress non-work related.

8

Failure to report accident timely.

9

Doesn't meet statutory definition of employee.

10

Denials that convert at 12 mos.

Misrepresentation.

*For data valued at 12 months.
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When considering the reasons for denial, it might be
worth knowing that some have much higher conversion
rates than others.
TOP 10 REASONS FOR DENYING A CLAIM WITH THE
HIGHEST CONVERSION RATES
(RATES SHOWN VALUED AT 12 MONTHS)
Reason given for denial

Claim denial management is a part of most employers’

Percent that convert

Misrepresentation

90.3%

Willful intent to injure oneself

88.9%

Reservation of rights

87.5%

risk management practices. Claim adjusters strive to

No jurisdiction

80.6%

strike the right balance between accepting legitimate

Intoxication or drug-related violation

76.9%

claims and denying those without merit. Adjusters often
give multiple reasons for denial. Frequent reasons for

No injury per statutory definition

71.6%

Recreational or social activity

71.4%

denying a claim relate to whether it occurred during

Elected other coverage, i.e., opted out

70.3%

No medical evidence of injury

69.2%

the course and scope of employment, and include

Pre-existing condition

68.9%

the following:

Average conversion rate at 12 mos.

67.0%



No medical evidence of injury.



Not related to work.



Not a statutory employee.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: While this
paper discusses the financial impact of claim
denials for employers, there is an added
emotional and financial toll on individual

While some of these denials are sustained and do not

claimants as well. Affected employees may

pay out, Lockton Analytics found that on average,

be waiting on claims to pay out for lost-time

67 percent of initial denials convert to paid claims by

wages or medical bill costs, so even minor
delays in the claim process can have far-

12 months. Think about that for a minute: on average,

reaching impacts. A view of distrust toward

more than two out of three denied claims will pay

the employee drives lowered productivity and

out! In an ideal world, employers would have deniable

soft cost to the employer that is difficult to

sustainability of 100 percent, with no claims that convert

quantify, but real nonetheless.

to a paid status.
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Aggressively denying claims saves money, right?
Not so fast! Let’s take a closer look.

AVERAGE NET INCURRED
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Net Incurred
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Lockton found that the average net incurred value
of a claim that is accepted and pays out is $10,153.
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$14,000

However, the average for a claim that is denied,

$12,000

and then pays out, is $15,694. That is a 55 percent
increase for denied claims!
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It is worth noting that while non-denied claims

$6,000

have some minor development after 36 months,

$4,000

denied claims still see significant development for
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at least an additional two years. Lockton’s study
stopped at 60 months because more than 97
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Non-denied claim
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percent of claims were closed by that point, regardless of denial status.
Average Net Incurred: Cost Buckets

Expense on denied claims is nearly triple the amount

Average Net Incurred: Cost Buckets
AVERAGE$6,564
NET INCURRED
BY COST BUCKETS

of non-denied claim expense, making it the primary

$6,564

$4,993

$3,979

driver of the wedge between denied and non-denied

$5,058

$4,993

costs.

$5,058

$4,445

60-month average

$4,445

60-month average

$3,979

48-month average

48-month average

36-month average

36-month average

Indemnity is also less favorable on average for
denied claims by about $2,585.

24-month average

24-month average

$1,397

12-month average

$1,397

12-month average

The only bucket that is favorably impacted by
denying claims is medical costs, where employers

Non-denied
Non-denied Denied
Denied
Indemnity
INDEMNITY
Indemnity

Non-denied
Non-denied

Denied
Denied

Medical
MEDICAL
Medical

Non-denied
Non-denied

average a $548 decrease.

Denied
Denied

Expense
EXPENSE
Expense

The extra effort involved in denial management,
which often includes litigation, can trip up efforts to
manage overall costs.
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Industry matters
Often, employers feel that benchmarks may not apply to them because operating and financial metrics can vary
by industry. Lockton’s study confirms that significant differences exist in average claim costs across industries. We
selected the three industries in the study with the highest claim volume for a deeper dive.
Average Net Incurred by Industry
AVERAGE NET INCURRED BY INDUSTRY
$18,417
$17,378
$15,694

$15,035

$11,647

60-month average
$10,153

48-month average

$8,082

36-month average

$6,058

24-month average
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Non-denied

Denied

HEALTHCARE
Healthcare

Non-denied

Denied

ADMINISTRATIVE
Industry 56
AND WASTE
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

Non-denied

Denied

MANUFACTURING
Manufacturing

Non-denied

Denied

AVERAGE
Average

In every industry, converted denials cost more than non-denied claims. But some industries have significant variations
from the overall averages. Healthcare (NAICS Industry 62) experiences lower average net incurred costs than overall
norms. However, Administrative and Support and Waste Management and Remediation Services (NAICS
Industry 56) and Manufacturing (NAICS Industries 31, 32 and 33) incur higher claim costs than the national average.
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Geography matters
Denial outcomes vary by state due to state-specific regulations and differing legal issues.. Employers with a high employee
concentration in one state will want to consider that state’s characteristics when comparing to benchmarks. Lockton looked
into the three states with the highest claim counts in the study: California, Florida and Texas.
Denial outcomes vary by state due to varying state regulations and legal issues. Employers with a high employee concentration
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higher litigation rates than others and has the highest ratio of loss adjustment expense (LAE) to losses. Florida experiences

When we look at average claim costs by state, California has much higher net incurred values than the national averages for

incurred costs that are slightly favorable to national averages. Texas is at the opposite end of this spectrum from California,

both non-denied and denied claims. This state is prone to much higher litigation rates than others, and has the highest ratio of

with
lower
than average
net(LAE)
incurred
costs.
ii Texas even tends to see a benefit on denied claims.
loss
adjustment
expense
to losses
.
Average Net Incurred by Geography

AVERAGE NET INCURRED BY GEOGRAPHY

Florida experiences incurred costs that are slightly favorable to national averages.
$27,419

Texas is at the opposite end of this spectrum from California, with lower than average net incurred costs. Texas even tends to
see a benefit on denied claims.

$16,833

$15,694

60-month average
48-month average

$7,226

Non-denied

Denied

Non-denied

CALIFORNIA
California

$6,978

Denied

36-month average

$10,153

$9,264

Non-denied

FLORIDA
Florida

24-month average

$5,441

Denied

TEXAS
Texas

12-month average

Non-denied

Denied

AVERAGE
Average

IMPORTANT! In many states, when a claim is denied, the employer loses the right to guide the employee’s medical care with
an employer-preferred provider. In these states, employees may then seek care from any provider and for however long that
provider believes is best.

Important! In many states, when a claim is denied, the employer loses the right to guide the employee’s medical care with an employerpreferred provider. In these states, employees may then seek care from any provider, and for however long that provider believes is best.
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How should I use this information?

Litigation is impactful
It should be no surprise that 70.6 percent of denied lost-time claims will be litigated, which is more than twice the
litigation rate for non-denied lost time claims of 27.5 percent. While some employees may be able to appeal denials
without legal counsel, many do not have the legal background required to successfully move forward.
Attorney involvement is a significant cost driver in denied claims. It is in an employer’s best interest to be cognizant of
workers’ rights and what constitutes adequate compensation from the start.
Average Litigation Rates on Lost Time claims

AVERAGE LITIGATION RATES ON LOST-TIME CLAIMS
70.6%

60-month average
48-month average
36-month average

27.5%

24-month average
12-month average

Non-denied

Denied

While many outcomes are possible, the decision between accepting and denying a claim can lead to a large variance in
the average outcome.
Adjustor's decision

Accept claim

Deny claim

72.5 percent chance
of no litigation

70.6 percent chance of
litigation

Average net incurred:

Average net incurred:

$7,489

$36,991
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How should I use this information?

Authors

Consider the practices by your company in relation to the above
benchmarks. Are you tracking your denial rates and measuring the

KELLY FLANNERY
Risk Analyst
816.960.9455
kflannery@lockton.com

effectiveness of your denial practices? If denial rates and costs are
substantially higher or lower than those outlined in this report, consider
the “Why?”
Keep in mind that the initial denial rate is only the first piece of the

HALLIE COOLEY
Senior Data Analyst
816.960.9570
hcooley@lockton.com

story. Take a closer look at your company’s converted denial rate, and
whether savings from indemnity and medical costs are enough to offset
increased expense on denied claims that end up paying out. Many times,
that expense could have been saved if the claim had been paid from the

CHRISTOPHER GELDES
Data Analyst
312.669.6930
christopher.geldes@lockton.com

outset.
These benchmarks can help identify potential opportunity for
improvement, especially when paired with variables such as industry,
geography and employee age. Additional considerations not addressed in

KELLY BILLINGS
Vice President
Manager, Casualty Analytics
816.960.9933
kbillings@lockton.com

this paper can include nature and cause of injury, employee tenure, and
drilling further into litigation status.
Ask your claims department to look at your claim management

Research powered by Lockton’s
Infolock® P&C database.

practices and costs, and consider the position of your company against
the above benchmarks. If your company results differ, Lockton can
help you determine what is driving your outcomes, and perhaps drive
improvement to your company’s bottom line.

“Ground rules” for how Lockton looked at the data:


A converted claim is defined as any claim that has incurred indemnity or medical
costs. This excludes both zero-dollar claims, as well as those that only have
expense dollars.



While both averages and medians were reviewed, averages were selected given
that the term is more widely used by employers and within claim departments.



Lockton’s casualty analytics group recently completed
a study of 150 companies over a five-year period
(01/01/13 through 12/31/17). The study included
273,000 claims, with claims valued at 12, 24, 36, 48
and 60 months.

i

To minimize the impact of catastrophic claims on averages, any claim with an
incurred value of $250,000 or greater was removed from the data set. Having
those higher-dollar claims in the averages did not change conclusions, but did
increase the average dollar amounts.
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The high litigation rate in California pushes their ratio
of loss adjustment expense to losses to be among
the highest in the nation, according to a study by the
WCIRB’s 2016 State of the System report (chart 31).
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